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This is the final report on the Investigation of the Effects of 
Construction and Stage Filling of Reservoirs on the Environment and 
Ecology. The overall objective of a series of investigations expected 
to be undertaken for this project is to test the hypothesis that changes 
in a river basin's ecology which take place during the construction and 
long-term operation of a flood control reservoir can be measured by 
high-level aerial and satellite photography and other data; in addition, 
the investigation attempts to ascertain whether post-project changes 
in areas having similar, preproject environments can be predicted 
with reasonable accuracy. 
The purpose of this project was to develop optical processing 
techniques for use in a system to monitor the effects of ma'jor ccnstruc-
tion. A simple information extraction system, based on photographic 
enhancement techniques and manual interpretation, was developed and 
compared to currently used digital processing techniques. The devel-
oped manual interpretation system proved to be a viable approach. 
The information extraction system described in this report was 
developed and tested by Dr. H. r~. Karara and Dr. J. R. Eyton, Depart-
ments of Civil Engineering and of Geography, respectively, University 
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, Illinois. Programming was 
done by Mr. Paul Lessar, a graduate student of the University of Illi-
nois at Urbana-Champaign, Department of Urban Planning. Assistance 
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The overall objective of the anticipated series of investigations 
is to test two hypotheses: (1) that changes in the ecology of a 
river basin which take place during construction and long-term opera-
tion of a flood-control reservoiy- can be mecsured by high-level aerial 
and satellite photography and nther data, and (2) that post-project 
changes in areas having simila~, preproject environments can be pre-
dicted with reasonable accuracy. 
The original area of interest was the Sangamon River Basin in 
Illinois. The phenomena ~hat were originally to be observed included 
the effect of impoundment and operation of Uakley Reservoir upon such 
basic natural processes as erosion, sedimentation, primary production 
of organic materials, and changes in the composition and density of 
flora and fauna. These processes were to have been measured in the 
area immediately impacted by the reservoir itself, and would have in-
cluded the zone in which changes in groundwater and soil moisture 
were expected to influence basin processes, as well as approximately 
90 miles of land along the SannamJn River which were to be pl"otected 
from flooding. 
PROJECT OBJECTIVE 
The purpose of this projp.ct was to develop a monitoring system 
with the objective of: 
a. Developing a sin,ple information extraction technique based 
on optical processing, 
b. Developing an interpretation system compatible with the pro-
ducts of optical processing, 
c. Testing these techniques against currently available digital 
processing techniques, 
d. Evaluuting the test results for use in the developed interpre-
tation system for monitoring !!nvironmental changes caused by major 
constructi on. 
The proposed dam site at Lake Decatur and a few scenes within the 
supplied imagery that could best illustrate the results are used as 
examples of the developed techniques. 
1 





2 SATELLITE-IMAGE OPTICAL PROCESSING 
TECHNIQUES 
INTRODUCTION 
This research invest;gates the utjlity and feasibility of optical 
proces~ing techniques for the extraction of information from satellite 
images. The time expended on these information-extracting techniques 
is worthwhile for the following reasons: 
a. Many people require techniques that will allow them to do 
"single shot" information extractions; therefore, the simplest and 
least expensive techniques that are effective were considered. 
b. There are digital methods for these techniques; however, most 
current programs require considerable memory and are not adaptable to 
small computers. In addition, the expense of ERTS tapes or commercial 
digitizing of aerial photographs prevents their use by many investi-
gators. 
c. Most equipment described in this research can be built at a 
minimum cost and requires only minimal technical competence. This 
approach makes such optical investigations cost-effective and practical. 
d. Remote sensors treat photographs as physical records of the 
radiation reflected from the ground. The optical processing can be 
carried out with the photographic image obtained from a point perspec-
tive sensing system (camera) or from a line scanning or viC1econ system. 
The important information (spectrally) is the indir.ation of which band 
(wavelength) and how much of the radiation (intensity as indicated by 
grey level or density) is being reflected. 
COpy ING 
Most info;.nation needed from an ERTS image is often contained in 
a small area of the image. Much of the initial research was an effort 
to obtain satisfactory enlargements of specific areas on the ERTS frame. 
Three methods were developed: 
a. Use of standard copying equipment built around 35 11m and 2 1/4 
x 2 3/4 in. single lens reflex cameras. Figure 1 illustrates the 
system and its components. 
b. Fabrication of a simple camera (Figure 2) for obtaining a 
fixed 1:1 copy on 4 x 5 in. sheet film from a transparent or opaque 
copy. 






1. Saturn Copy Stand 
2. 3400 K Photo Floods 
3. Aristo DA-10 Light Unit 
4. Nikon F 35mm Camera 
5. Micro-Mikkor-P.C. Auto 1:3.5 f55 mm lens 
6. Bellows, Spiratone Macrote1 1:45, f 150 lens 
Extension Tubes 
8. +1, +2, +3, Close-Up Lenses 
9. Spiratone MacrostigmJt +20 Diopter Lens 
10. Critical Focuser 
11. Miranda FVT 35 mm Camera 
12. Focusing Rail 
Figure 1. Close-Up Photography System 
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Figure 2. Simple 1:1 Copy Camera 
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transparency or enhanced Diazo transpal'ency. Thi s system produced the sharpest results at extreme magnification. 
Table 1 outlines the steps for copying with the enlarger, and Table 2 outlines the necessary filtration for other enlarger bulhs and daylight-balanced films. 
These three copying methpds were quite successful. Contrast was increased hy using standard film, such as Ektacolor or Ektachrome, rather than copying films which reduced contrast gain in the copying resean. Figures 3a and 3b illustrate the use of standard film. (All pictures contained in this report are referenced to an outline mao shown in Appendix A.) 
SEPARATING THE SPECTRAL BANDS 
To obtain both a regular color image and an infrared color image, the spectral information of each band can be separated by photographing the image with black and white film using color separation filters. Two sets of separation filters can be used; an additive set (R, G, B) or a subtractive set (C, M. T). (Table 3 lists the Wratten number corresponding to each filter.) 
The additive separation will be a black and white negative con-taining information from one band; the subtractive separation will he a black and white negative containing information from two bands. 
FigUl'e 4 schematically illustrates the process of separating the red band information from a color transparency. 
The red radiation reflected from the target and recorded on the color transparency as Y and M dye is white in the final black and white print. This is the correct rendition for a positive black and white record of the reflected red radiation; white or light renditions in-dicate a high spectral return. Figure 5 shows separations from an IR Ektrachrome transparency using a simple target. 
Table 4 shows the various combinations of separations from an Ektachrome transparency. The right column indicates the rendition of t~e black and white prints obtained by conventional black and white fllms and filters. 
COMBINED SPECTRAL INFORMATION 






Table 1. Enlarger Copying of ERTS and SKYLAB Imagery 
FILM: EKTACOLOR-L, 4 x 5 sheet for exposure of 1-10 sec, balanced 
for 32000 K lighting or daylight balanced films such as 
Kodacolor or Ektachrome 
ENLARGER BULB: See Table 2 
CORRECTION FILTER: (2950 0 K ~ 32000 K): 82B 
FILM HOLDER: 4 x 5 Lisco sheet film holder. A white piece of 
paper is inserted on one side of the film holder to act as 
a focusing panel. The dark slide for this side is perma-
nently removed. 
STEPS: (1) Put transparency in enlarger, flipped over once from 
correct viewing. 
(2) Focus image at desired enlargement on white focusing 
panel. 
(3) Turn film holder over; position holder with image on 
dark slide (DO NOT REFOCUS!) 
(4) Turn off enlarger; remove dark slide and expose 
(nominal exposure 1 sec at f32 with 150 mm lens) 
(5) Replace dark slide. 
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Table 2. Enlarger Bulbs and Color-correcting Filters I for Balancing Tungsten and Daylight Films 
I; 
I Color Correction Filters 
.! 
! Enlarger Bulb Color Dayl i ght Fi 1 ms Tungsten 
Tempo::rature Fi lms 
oK ( 32000 K) 
.- •. "1 
211 (75 Hatts) 2950 
80B & 82C 82B 
212 (150 Hatts) 2950 








RErR0DUCTBU ,ITY OF THE 
ORIGI\ A.L PAG !:; IS POOR 
Figure ~a. Part of the SangamJn Basin (Map I) from Skylab ETC Frame Copied Using Ektacolor-S 
!l 
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Figul~ 3b. Close-up of the City of Decatur, Illinois, and 
Lake Decatur (Map 2) from Skylab ETC Frame 
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~ Silver density 
I C,M, Y I Dye density 
CJ No silver or dye density 
Figure 4. Separating Red Band from Ektachrome Fi 1m 
Target, IR R G 
Red Filter CI ===============:::11 
B&WFilm-~ 
B&W!'ilm+[ ~~~ 
!g Silver density 
I C,M, Y I Dye lonslty 
CJ No sliver or dye density 
Figure 5. Separating the IR Band from IR Ektachrome (for the JR 
Ektachrome film a red filter separates out the IR in-
formation from the transparency because the IR response' 
was represented by Y4M ~ R dye.) 
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Table 3. Separation Filters 
Additive Subtractive 
Fi 1 ter I~ratten # Filter Wratt'2ll Jl rr 
R 25A C 44A 
G 58 M 32 
B 47B Y 12 
The principal advantages of combining these records into a color composite are the operator's control over assigning a color hue to each band and the saturation of the color in sophisticated systems. Applications include false coloring (other than an IR Ektachrome ren-dition) to separate objects with nearly similar spectral reflectance or simply to combine images into a color composite if a color rendition is unavailable. The latter is particularly true of ERTS color imagery, since only certain color composites are readily available. The methods listed here will produce color imagery of extremely high quality, which in most instances will equal that of machine-processed imagery available from agencies. 
Additive Viewing 
A simple additive viewing system can be made by using three pro-jectors to project the black and white positive records in registra-tion (aligned) on a screen. Filters placed in front of the projector lenses control the hue, and a rheostat connected to the projector bulbs controls, to a degree, the saturation. Figure 6 is an example of a simple system for reconstructing an IR Ektachrome rendition from black and white records. Since each record is a positive black and white photo, high radiation return is recorded as white (or trans-parent) on the film. If a red filter is placed in front of the pro-jector containing the IR record, areas of high IR reflectance will be red on the screen. Adding a green filter in front of the projector containing the red record and adding a blue filter in front of the projector containing the green record will create an IR Ektachrome rendition. Other false color renditions can be obtained by inter-changing the filters. 























Table 4. Black and White Prints from Inf;-ar'd 
Ektachrome Transparency 
Separation Equivalpnt Black and White 
DYE Luyer Filter Film/Filter Combination 
Cyan Red (25A) IR + 89B 
Magenta Green (58) P,,'l + 25A 
Yellow Blue (47B) PAN + 58 
Cyan and 
Magenta Yellow (12) IR + 26A 
Cyan and 
Yellow Magenta (32) No equivalent combination 
Cyan, 
Magenta & 
Yellow No filter No equivalent combination 
Magenta 










IR RECORD /;)'1 R_ed_fil_tor __ -:::JI ~ Screen 
GRECORD 
R RECORD 
\{J. '\ Green Ii Itor 
P Projector wifh positive B & W transparency 
of each record 











Scrun i I T 0101 light to Teach scraen 








I Toiol lIght to froch "cteen 
I equols oqu ivQlent of ono pt'ojectOf 
I 
I 
THREE.PROJECTOR ADDITIVE VIEWER 
Figure 7. Beam Splitter Additive Viewing Systems 
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of primary additive and subtractive filters are used. With these 
filter combinations, the non-IR reflectance color is complementary to 
the IR reflectance color, providing maximal scene contrast. 
Table 5. Filter Combinations for Additive Viewing 
Records IR Non-IR 
IR R G Ref. Color Ref. Color 
P R G B R C 
R F 
0 I B G R B Y 
J L 
E T G B R G M 
C E 
T R C M Y C R 
I S 
0 M C Y M G 
N 
Y C M Y B 
For most small-stale imagery, little information is lost if the 
green record is not used in the additive viewer. In practice, this 
may result in an actual gain in information, since two images are much 
easier to register than three. The green record is also subject to 
greater radiation scattering and usually does not have the contrast of 
clarity of the red r2cord. Complementary-colored filters always have 
a two-band representation. When a red filter is used with the IR re-
cord and" cyan filter is used with the R record, the rendition will 
be nearly identical to that of the IR Ektachrome rendition. Using one 
band in the near infrared and one band in the visible creates a much 
easier projection system; it is also a very useful concept for cal"rying 
out spectral enhapcement techniques. 
Additive Printing and Copying 
The same procedures us~!d for additive viewing may be used to 
make color prints or transparencies from individual black and white 
records. If black and white positive records are used, they must be 
copied onto color-positive material. If black and white negative 
records are available, they can be copied or printed onto color negative 
materials. 
Additive printing is a method in which th·' black and white record 
is placed in contact with a piece of colored mo.erial and exposed to 
a light source filtered by a primary filter. ~he second and third re-












exposed to the 1 ight source through a different primary filter. Each 
record is kept in registration by a pin rf~istration system. Two 
approaches may be u,ed: printing black and white negQtive records 
onto colored paper (such as Ektacolor RC) which yields a positive 
color print, or printing black and white positive records onto a 
color negative film and using it to make contact color prints. The 
latter approach is basically the one used by the EROS progrdm to 
print color composites from ERTS data. Figures 8 and 9 show the 
reconstruction of an IR Ektachrome rendition color print from black 
and white positive and negative records. False coloring of any ren-
dition other than the IR Ektachrome rendition can be accomplished by 
interchanging the printing filters. 
t t 






L G I .Printing filter 
·Positive B 8. W record 




·Color negatl ... film 
.. Color print paper 
( + color print) 
Figure 8. Infrared Ektachrome Rendition from Additive 
Printing of Positive Black and White Records 
onto Color Negative Material 
Additive copying can be accomplished by backlighting the black and 
white records and pilOtographing them with a camera containing either 
positi ve (Ektachrome"X) or negative (Kodacol or, Ektacolor-S) fil m. 
Filters are interchanged on the camera lens for each exposure of a 
black and white, record. A camera, such as a Mamiya RB-67 2-1/4 x 
2-3/4 in. SLR that is capable of triple exposure is ideal for this 
work. 
CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT 
Incl"easing the contrast of a color composite may increase the 
viewer's abil ity to distinguish detail more readily and note color 
16 
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I c y I M ·Printing filter 
0 [IJ 0 ·Negative B & W record 
\ f I -Printed one at Cl time in register 
.Color print. poper 
(+ color prinil 
Figure 9. Infrared Ektachrome Rendition from Additive 
Printing of Negative Black and White Records 
onto Color Paper 
differences between objects which reflect nearly similar amounts of 
radiation bands. This can be accomplished in several ways: 
a. By photographing a color image (e.g., an IR Ektachrome air 
photo or an ERTS color composite) with a high-contrast color film such 
as Ekco photomicrography color film 24B3. 
b. By taking separations from an IR Ektachrome file and developing 
them to a high contrast. The high-contrast separations are then com-
bined by additive viewing or printing. 
c. By contact printing black and white positive records onto a 
high-contrast color mater-ial such as Diazo and registering the Diazo 
images to make a hi gh-cont,'ast color transparency. 
Contr~st Enhancement Using Photomicrography 
24B3 film 
Photomicrography is the use of a high-contrast Ektachrome film 
that is balanced for daylight and capable of very high resolution. 
Used in conjunction with a macro lens for closeup photography, it is 
extremely useful to the remote sensor for producing highly detailed 
images of a small portion of an air photo or ERTS image. In addition, 
the high-contrast color rendition often enhances small color differ-
ences. The film is available in 135 magazines of 36 exposures and 
4 x 5 in. sheets. The film's principal disadvantage is its slow speed--
ASA 16; however, this is usually not a problem if closeup photos are 
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conjunction with an Aristo daylight source and copying at 1:1, nominal 
exposure for copying portions of ERTS color transparencies is 1/2 sec 
at F/5.6. Figure 10 is a photomicrography enlargement of an ERTS 
frame {l:l on the or·iginal 35 0101 frame}. 
Contrast Enhancement from High-Contrast 
Separation Records 
Black and white high-contrast negative separation records may be 
obtained from an IR Ektachrome air photo or from an ERTS color compos-
ite, using EKCO high-contrast copy film 5069. This film is a high-
contrast panchromatic black and white film of high definition and is 
available in 135 magazines. When obtained, the separation negatives 
can be contacted onto 6. continuous tone sheet film, such as Plus-X, 
to obtain positives. These can be used in the additive viewing or 
printing techniques, The process of obtaining high-contrast positives 
can be carried furtr.er by contact printing the negatives onto a line 
film, such as EKCO Ol·tho Type 3 or Professional Line Copy. This 
results in a positive bl ack and white record which contains either a 
dense black image {nu radiation return} or a completely clear image 
{high radiation return}. This "yes-no" quality of the record is 
called {by the authors} a binary slice. If each binary-sliced re-
cord {IR, G, R} is colored by additive printing or viewing, there 
will be a maximum fixed number of tonal classes in the scene. Table 
6 outlines the possible combinations for binary-sliced IR, G, R re-
cords. Figure 11a is an enlargement from an ERTS color composite with 
no enhancement; Figure llb is a binary of the same image. 
Contrast Enhancement Using Diazo 
This process i$ perhaps the simplest and most effective enhancement 
process. Diazo is a nonsi1ver ultraviolet light-sensitive positive 
material available in many colors, including red, green, blue, cyan, 
magenta and yellow. It is a high-contrast material that is easily 
developed in an enclosure containing ammonia vapors. If a positive 
black and white record is contacted or printed with this film, it will 
yield a positive color rendition. This makes it particularly useful 
for the construction of color composites from black and white positive, 
bulk-processed ERTS transparencies. If only the IR ERTS and the R 
ERTS records are us(;d, the final transparency will be approximately 
equal to the color c'lmposite produced by three records {IR, R, G} 
The detail retoined by this process is easily equal {in the 
authors' opinions} tv that of the EROS paper color composite, and in 
some cases, detail is added. To produce the IR Ektachrome rendition 
of an ERTS image, the following steps are necessary: 
a. The IR record is contact-printed with a piece of cyan Diazo 
and developed. 
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Figure lOa. Copy of Champaign-Urbana 
Area from ERTS Color 
Composite Unenhanced (Map 3) 
REPR ; . ! ~ iY ul-' THJ:: 




Figure lOb. Copy of Champaign-Urbana Area from ERTS 
Color Composite, Using Photomicrography 
(Map 3) 














Table 6. Binary Slicing Combinations for IR, 
IR/R GIB RIG 
H H H 
Record H H L 
t 
~.I L L IR/R..,. Color of 
Final Addi- Ii L H 
tive View 
or Print L L H 
L H H 
L H L 
L L L 
H = High return of radiation; 
return of radiation 
21 
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G, R, Records 
. . 
Resulting Color 
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Figure 11a. 1:1 Copy of Champaign-Urbana Area from ERTS 






Figure llb. Binary Sliced Composite of the Same 
Image as in Figure 111' (t1ap 3) 
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b. The R record is contact-printed with a piece of red diazo and 
developed. 
c. The two images are registered and taped. This step is rel-
atively easy, since registration marks are part of the ERTS images. 
To insure proper ex~o,urp of the fine registration crosses, it is 
sometimes helpful tc tapE' a small piece of paper over the rE.'gistration 
mark on the back sid~ (toWGrd the light source) of the black and white 
records. 
Very 1 ittle exper'imentation is necessary to obtain proper' exposure 
of each image, and the process is iQexpensive (20¢ per Diazo sheet). 
Figures l2a and l2b are enlargements of a two-color Diazo composite. 
2~ 





Figure l2a. Approximately One-Third of an ERTS 
Frame of St. Louis. Missouri. Area. 
Copied from EROS Color Composite 
(nap 5) 
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3 INTERPRETATION TECHNIQUES 
INTRODUCTION 
There are two approaches for interpreting the ERTS images: a 
manual-photographic system, which could be used to record data in a 
format convenient for computer mapping, and a digital interpretation 
derived from statistical analysis of an ERTS tape . 
MANUAL iNTERPRETATION 
A fairly simple interpretation system was devised that was capable 
of using 35-mn: copies of ERTS imagery or 35-mm copies of enhanced ERTS 
imagery. The system was built around an easily built projection unit 
(Figure 13). Within this system, raw maps can be constructed or cur-
rent maps can be updated. The projector is free to slide within the 
projection unit, thus allowing a wide range of enlargements. For ex-
ample, if an urban area appearing on an ERTS image (1:1,000,000) is 
approximately 1/2-in. square in area, is copied at 5X magnification, 
and is projected to a lOx enlargement, it will be more than 20 in. 
square. By using this projection unit, imagery of different dates, 
scales, and formats can be compared, overlain, or projPcted. 
The approach to this interpretation was based on the concept of 
separating the image into regions of homogenous tones. The operator 
first viewed the projected image on the drafting paper and tried to 
separate a standard set of tones within the image. Use of 8 x 10 in. 
fi1ters* on top of the projection paper aided in distinguishing a set 
of tones and later in discriminating between similar tonal areas. 
Two recording mechanisms were chosen: one to pencil out and code 
areas on the drawing paper from which a simple outline map could be 
made; and one to record the tones on a gridded sheet either by striking 
out and labeling cells containing similar tones or by color coding 
them. The first format may be accomplished rapidly but presents pro-
blems in determining boundaries between two different tonal areas. 
The second fo,mat uses a cell sampling scheme and reduced the problem 
to one of border discrimination. The interpreter determines the dom-
inant tone of every cell and assigns the code to each. 
An important advantage of the cell or grid sampling interpretation 
method is that the resulting coded interpretation can be keypunched 
and processed further by computer. Although card coding and punching 
is a tedious operation for large maps, the effort is justified. Many 
sets of computer maps can be easily printed by the machine, and several 
* Edmund Scientific Corp., Catalog #70638. 
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manipulations of the data matrix are possible. (These are discussed 
in greater detail in the interpretation results section.) 
Since line-printed maps were the end product, the gridded sheets 
used to sample the image were designed so that the cell sizes were 
compatible to the computer line-printed output. Appendix B contains 
the program for producing these grid sheets and instructions for using 
it. 
This system may be used in either mapping mode, is easily operated, 
and has considerable flexibility. It is both inexpensive to set up and 
economical to use. 
MACHINE-PROCESSED STATISTICAL 
INTERPRETATION 
Classification of ERTS digital tapes was carried out as an alter-
native to the manual methods of interpretation. Training fields were 
selected and a statistical cluster analysis was performed on training 
field data. A discrimination function arranged the data of the entire 
image into the number of classes determined by the cluster analysis. 
This was completed for the digital data of the scene used in the manual 
interpretation method. 
INTERPRETATION RESULTS 
A portion of an ERTS image was tonally analyzed with the manual 
method by using a high-contrast color photomicrography, 35-mm copy of 
the Lake Decatur area (Figure 14). Since tonal boundaries were more 
readily apparent and easier to determine, the color photomicrograpby 
was used with the gridded sampling scheme. Figure 15 is a color-coded 
photographic reproduction of the grid sheet. Several attempts at deter-
mining distinguishably separate tones resulted in nine tonal classes 
being used to map the image. The color-coded grid sheet was converted 
to digital data and processed by a computer mapping program (Appendix 
C contains the progra~ls instructions and listing). Anothel' option of 
the program is to print a map showing each class individually. This 
is invaluable for correlating the tonal regions to collected ground 
truth or for compari son with underfl i ght imagery. 
Appendix C illustrates the class at a time tonal classification 
and shows the line-printed classified map and the frequency (area) 
statistics associated with each class. Figure 16 is a tentative 
"truth table" for each tonal region. Since no ground truth evaluation 
applied to the project, comparisons of the tonal regions ~Iere made 
using underflight imagery (Figure 17). Since the al"ea of the test 
encompasses about 1/200 of the area of an ERTS frame, the details 
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; SYMBOL FREQUENCY AREA{SQ MI) AREA{P.C. ) CLASSIFICATION 
579 0.09 7.5 Hater 
=:::::::::: 412 0.06 5.4 Concrete (Runways, Parking Lots, ---
Interchanges) === 
+++ 48 0.01 0.6 Vegetation (Swampy Areas, Vege-:j::j::j: 
tation mixed with Water) 
UOO 2023 0.32 26.3 VegEtation (Gl'asses associated oao 
000 with Parks, Go 1 f Courses, 
Residents) 
Hi 1989 0.31 25.9 Open Space (Bare Soil or Cindered Lots) 
ggg 
125 0.02 1.6 Old Residential (Mixture of Vege-ggg 
tation, Roof Tops and Streets) ggg 
999 
999 99 0.02 1.3 Industrial (Large roofed-over areas, 999 gravelled lots) 
BOG 170 0.03 2.2 Vegetation (Dormant Grasses and tlM 
6M Stubble Fields) 
l!el! 
Ill! 2235 0.35 29.1 Vegetation {River Bottom Vege-551 tation and some Crop in Rural 
Areas 7680 1.20 
Figure 16. "Truth Table" for the Tonal Regions Used in Appendix C 
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Figure 18a. Co1ol '-coded Composite of the Classification Indicated 
in FiJure 16 (Classes are indicated on the following 
one-class-at-a-time disp1ays- -Figures 19b through 199.) 
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Figure lBb. Display of the Blue Classif Ication (Water) 
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Figure 18c . Display of the White Classification (Bare ~oil: 
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Figure l8d , Display of the Green Classification 



























Display af the Black Classification (Mi xture of Vegetation 
and Residence and Bare Soil in Rural Areas) 
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Figure lBf, Display of Red Classification (Concrete: 
Highways, Runways , Industrial) 
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Figure 18g. Display of th 
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e Grey C1assificati 
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Figures 18a, b, c, d, e, and f show the digital classification of 
the ERTS tape. Figure 18a is the color-coded composite of the classi-
fication. Each "class-at-a-time" display was generated by a line-plot-
ter (Calcomp) and used as a paper negative to make a Diazo color 
positive. These were placed in register to obtain the color-coded 
classification. 
The "class-at-a-time" display enables a much clearer comparison 
of the classification to underflight imagery or ground truth. In 
this experiment, six groupings appeared to match the manual digitized 
imagery well. Although some redundancy occurs in the manual inter-
pretation, it is insignificant since three urban classes (Figure 16) 
can be combined into a single class and the in-water vegetation com-
prises such a small area. On the digital interpretation, this latter 
class (vegetation) is seen as part of the group reflecting open space 
and bare soil. This seems reasonable for an area which consists of a 
mixture of vegetation (high IR return) and water (little or no IR 
returnj. The manual interpretation can then be viewed as a classifi-
cation consisting of essentially six classes. 
Comparison of the two interpretations shows considerable similarity. 
The principal discrepancy is lack of continuity in the manually inter-
preted maps in comparison to the digital maps. Highways, airport 
runways, and interchanges are much more consistent on the digital maps. 
This is pa~tly due to the small cell (pixell) size of the digital 
interpretation. The greater degree of spatial detail of the digital 
classification is of considerable advantage; however, the manual inter-
pretation is detailed enough to be useful. 
~l 
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4 CONCLUS IONS 
When considerir;g the advantages of manual over digital interpre-
tation, such as low ·:ost, the input of the decision-making process by 
the interpreter, and the flexibility of the system to update and com-
pare other maps, it ~ay be concluded that an optical processing system 
can be effectively usc,d to monitor small regions contained in an ERTS 
image. Figures 19 through 23 show the system's effectiveness in de-
picting seasonal variations. 
A complete comparison between optical processing and machine pro-
cessing techniques cannot be made without comparing the interpretations 
obta ined from both met!lOds to ground truth evaluations. Thi s compari-
son will be made in a ~ontinuing study, using the Clarenance Cannon 
Reservoi r in northe'tstern Mi ssouri where construction has already 
begun. The Corps of Engineers has acquired extensive ground truth over 
the surrounding aren, which will enable more realistic evaluation of 
the effe,:tiveness of optical enhancement and manual interpretation 
techni qlJC!S. The ongoing construction and eventual fi 11 ing and opera-
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Figure 19. Portion of 23 February Color Composite (Map 4) 
J 
Figure 20. Portion of 24 r~ay Color Composite (Map 4) 
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Figure 21. Portion of 11 June Color Composite (Map 4) 
Figure 22. Portion of 21 August Color Composite (Map 4) 
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Generalized Areas in Illinois Corresponding 
to Image Coverage Contained in This Report 
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Computer Program to Produce Calcomp-drawn 
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y,tNfM 3'1'''' Be )\1-8 XLEf nt 
M 32:8 l HC 'B, 3'30 
't,,,,,p He kiTOP )'40 NX 3'44 
Y,N:rq 3'5:0 A , 3'54 'ODDX 358 
I'Y 36" ITEN' ]'6'8 y.J l6t , 318 J lilt .,1 380 
j,p,q·'A:V MI,P 
SV--S"l Loc.nON SYMBOL locanoN UMBOl t.DC'A:ITil\DN 






. "'.- (! 




SY,MBOL I:OC'ATIOM I ACCX 1'54 
I S'Y"B~l 1:0(1'1I'10N' 
x':·I!rJCK 30C I X'A'c-t 320' 

















_____ ... ~l""'lU::&I'!IXfliU:VO"iWI'== ______ _ 
,,, 
'F"PTIt,t~ ,toY r. t;fVe-,l 21 "'A',IN DlitE .' 75058 231,31/05 'AGE ,0005 
~C'q,Mn' SI~Q;TIE~fN;'J' "A'P 
S~VQ"l lCC.',,:tt'''N' 5V"BCl ~OCAT!CN S,yt'J~'. lo.rnON S~MBOL t.;;Ot'A'iTiliONI SYM80L tOCAHON 
1100 )'0 110'" 3811 lo! 309 lor, 140 lea 4AE 
$1'r:a',T~.r;"',T .. ~t,'fT·t'~ 
SiTA"'E"'f:NT tt.'UMBER PO!A:P 
!. ,A-"?:f ... ~,.!,T' I.::OC'A'.f[ION S"'A1TiI:.~~:"'!T .. (lCAT'J,ON STrAT'Ef!IIENT 1.:0C"'Tl:;'~-: STiA;,ToEHEttT ,tOC'A-!t-lZtl 
l 508 
" 
50.8 5 5£='1. 1 6:-'~ 8 6!.i"Z 
• 6"" to ~8E 11 fl!H· 12 68t 1,3 e.:t)Z'-
,,'4 6~f 1'6 6iFC 18 130 l L9- 738 20 7/~O 
2,1 1:t.'"' Z·Z 7,5'8 Z3 1,~4 Z~ 110 2,S 796-
Z,6 1"': 21 Tee 28 1,00 2' lEO 30 836 ],1 8i!"' 32 a'6 33 aa'o ]'. aliA 36 8FO 
31 Bc-a )8 .0.2 3' .OC '0 .,A U; .'6 
'Z .. ~ .~ tjllj'4 •• 9.66 '5 
9,70 '6 98. 
4,T 9'0 48 q •• 49 ,.',. 50 "AE 5-11- 98a 




4',118 59 I'Z4 5' .'2;E 60 A-4Z M J'lfE 
.~ 
.2 4''j'8 /,., 4'6Z •• "6t 6,,5 A92 66 "64 M ... 6. A'F6 69 AFIE l,D B_06 t'l BOE 
112 ~,1i6 13 B'30 T' 8'38 1-5 BIt~ 16 .'5Q 
n q!S'c; j,~ 81.0 7. Sl1C 80 B'A'8 81 S'U 
8Z D'1', 8·1 • 8C4 8' 'BCe 8;5 80.S 8. BIE-O 
n It~, p"q I[l.F4 89 ~'D'A' 90 C'12 "1 C!IE 
4Z t'?~ 9l '(46 4. C5'2 45 f..7A 46 t'S'A: 
91 rqe •• C~'2 •• eDt 110'0 CE. n! te: 
1'02 ,~() -tlr') 'C:l,E .. '110r. '011'6 ·lIO'S DillE 1106 DllA 
\101 ('1,)6 ,llns D" 'l!O9 056 11110 062 lU D:BE 
UZ ~.c No3 CQE 1'1'4 04'A US P8~ i l,I',6 DBE 
lill or. '1118 DCE l'l\Q 'ODl 112,0 DFO lU OFI 
,1,2'? f'I)4 tn E1.2 U. E2f. l1Z,5 B8 1.26 £60 
I,Z·T IE"'" ~2S IHI. 112,9 'E94 t10 E9E 'J!3'1' 
u. 
HZ ~"'4 133 E'AE '13'4 EB'A 113'6 EO'8 
.C'P·'!rr-~s 1·'" EIFFiECT,. W"''' • .:C!t-'HC. SOURt-£,,'NOL t!$'1 ,NOOECIC."ILDAO:,''''.P 
• "O"'!'~'JS t'~ f'FF-eC;T. NA''"'E • HAl!,N , 'U'NeGNli • 50 
• ST .,,:"'f·C"'.rt;. !l."jDCE SiTI4T'E!IoIEJJT'S, • '1'1iJ;,PR~GR'A'''' S,t!Z'E • SOl. 
'·ST'4,T-.t,$'I"tt; $'. NO "t,I(:~"'5"'i"t,C': GENEF.'I'JEO 



























1:- __________________ _ 
~"I-







































.... \If .. 
gnt1q 
SY"'l!~L. L ",~,.& ... ,t'-: .. 
'PlOT 
.'. 









$'J":Ct"l.l:flINI!: ,",':CX,CIX.V, n 
Y1 • .,-.onI1'3 
y"~.,,, .... c\Oi1'3 
,..'~\t.t Ot!""T (lx"-vl,,lZ:) 
C'ILL pl,;(I'T'1 z. n .·1 Z!I 
r I'll PLtI';' (It Y'Z', 1,2)) 
(~L.l oll'-,mc"Y,2"lZ) 
Ii '!.I~,t P,l~T't X" Y ,-1,2 " 
;t~'i:u"~ 
~t:T.=y 6c,rV,Il(;,V,U 
.,1---'11.- .. ,",1]'1t; 
xZ-ax •• r",75 
t6'.tl Pl;'!""'XI\,V.!IZ', 
r'6lL'l Pl~:rtl·.',h,l. l' ZI 
r.~ L-l Dlt:rr (IX;2,. l, I'Z'. 
e'ill't. ov .. :r 1,.·1.'1, • .12'. 
t"tJll PL O:f't1x,. '1-, 1,2 ) 
P~'T:UP .... · 
fM') 
DA1I':E • ','05'8 
• 
~UBPq"IGA'''~S ('Aloto·EO 
SVIIIIFlI"'l lOC.·""IIO,. SY,~80L LOCATION 
SC'IL,A~ "'",P 













"'A'P $lTrA'TrE'IENT t:Ct'A'lT-I,ON 
3 Z6~ 
8 2,98 U zez 
1'8 2;"4 
.to"',r~,s t ~ -='~''::Er'-. ""'t-o.',=$I(,D'-"'. SQURC,!"NOl,t,Sy, .. NODec.c., .... OAD. "IP 
."O,T'ICN$ y.~ e,FF;tT.. "'I~I!. ACS,X • LlNeCoNif • ;0 .S~'AT'I!STt'""~. $"'UAt:.'E s,T'U"EMENTS • 119"PROGR'A" Srl'Z'E • 764> 
.'s .. ,'Tt'S"'I("S. ~t'I 01-,A""1"'5'1,I.C5 GENEft!.T'EO 













































. ~-'· .. --... ·,,'-.... "-""' ..... Ij.!..;.~i.<I<;M'~:.o\;,;,;;;bW,i&M<·!;"'-, '.' .. " '''"-',,'''-'''-''''-' ~--,~.-.--. 
" • 
O~ e. 0_ ~o ~~ ~§ 
·e tP ~~ ~~ 














~-,;:, '-',:," ~ ,- ,;. 
., 
--________________ ......... ".... "uz ... ~w.,.\t";w ...... , .... ~ ___________ . 
Dsn~o ~DADER !.UDI veRS'IOHloU 
,!,Pf·t,CPtl'!l: 'JSED - PCI!,a:- .... ,'P',N"l·" ,'--ALIo"NeRES. NOT ERH-.iS,!rZIE.)1~08·,5-It4,N4:"E ._-GO 
~e..t; T, '_! &;n!"p NA'!"P 'rY.PE 'ADDR NA'ME 'T-y·pe A"OR 
"·'fl!\: ~'D 6S0·~0 "r-rx SO 65E,F'8 AGey ~R 6j":'2,8 
litlP • to 6t.1..~" ~1''111EO • SO 66'!'!8 PL:'IiT~ • SO 6hllji'10 -::·'Dl!D~ • lR' 0.S20 PL:-',f • L,D blj.~'F' rr,PV'L • LA 666FO' 
CC'P]NR' a ~R 60H'8· (e,PHZ a ~R 60Sl0 
i'HG'ECIjMIi. SO fi69'6D' 
Ji"',.~,"'."'". lO 6,U"P6 ',·II:r. ""HZ'. SO 611A'jll 5'EOOAS',0' • LR 680~4 E°,;·-,,, • ~. b'P. J"'Z O!,,~, • • I,:P 68Q,l'8 OMPI.:-S;tr" • ~R !is''''' !, .... f:,~ ... ~·tt 6~S"., IE'P'ct .. ,,"I: • ,0 e-.I!I'IL'A''} lHC',E:t';I!E '.' LR b-'E.:as .'o't~ ... • • ,"'II 6Q''!DD J'nJs:;~t ... lR 6"!l,s( i'Ht'EF't,OS • S'O 69·;.}.'8 
r .. r'II='':'~'l·· S'D 6- j:j4r) ··~r.:;:llv:t ... SO 6!'O!Ui 
F:V'I"'''' .. t-''. lO 6 'I~F\ 1=~'VJrOiJ"p· lP 6'fl3'A8 A'OCf:lN4 • _tR 6A'D'1O FC-v·e,~urp,. ~R 66'B'A'1 
CC'POC'tSO·T,-. <0 6"'F'1;,O ~:"',os:y-SS,Y. SO 0'000 ct PSY,S'LO- LR 6~OFB 
e" D:ZS'I • LO 6 r l!"O 't:'02-SR • 'l~ oe '1I)~ il'ELS.M a SO 6C'A'A'8' $-1'" • to 6" l.C 'I tr'Pletp a SO .GG90 WHERE • U 6CC9C l,wrUA':"." • ~n 6~'er50 
TC''!,J,l \;'F.,r;~ ... , '84-78' 
E~.,.Iit'y I'C;)OE',S'S "SOiO 
v 


















SO 6'sr ') 
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'. c. !y:,t»~l, 








Computer Program L isUng and (!)u,tpu,t from 












'~~."-.", .. ~",,"~,,,-,,----,,-, ,,-_. 
~71\'~ -~·;;..r """f ' 7.'" '.~ -"":-, \~~-. 
to'/391-38 'PIiGE '000'1 






























PU~IPC,S'F.'l: r.OMPU1i';D "'A',PP'I~G PR(l:GPiAM fC_R ,USE ,wUtt GIU·OOEO 
tlt.'T'tP:PI1£:f AT'H)'. S-HE,e:TS ~,,'D Tr~OwnACIC. PROJEC,l',:,Ofoi S,Y,S'liE,.'. 
p~"r;C:A'''''~E'l: JI.:f.O~~IL;) EY,t:I!1N G£r:G~,t,P,HY: 'DEPT f Uf'iIVI!Jj'S!JiTY C,F 'l'lL:lNfl'S 
J'~NUt.p),y l'fill,'~ 
l~C:T~U':":"'Ji!]"'S1t P~i'G'AA" "IF'I.DS 2 OR :3 tONT'ROJ.:. ('ARDS AND- T,HEN- DATiA 
:../It 1)5-. I- 'I~T'€_uER VkL\IE·,:fiP*FL:OA'TnIlG POIINT VA'Io!UE. ' 
C,"~::f:Q("_ r""RD 1: Tl'TI,Lf t'A'~_O 
tr:'l$ ,1-80, A~'f 'm:s ~''',Ef. 1'%H.:E 
Cr.N:!"V·~ '(11:1:,' 2': ~'tIP (-I,rD <O~~ 1-) '''nw' NU'.O'o. OF 'C"~, c" GallO ~~EfT 1>11 CU$ \-1)--1-2 M"'flS Nu"!,ee~ 'CF cr.\.:uW!~,jS' ON ",:t:O.iIID. SHE'ET n,' 
Cr:'l 20 -"r'lt.T l'S uNE ,r.L~'S'S AT, A Tl'~'~ Dl'S'Pl:AV i)ES_1-Re~'i U',. 
~.~~~"l"'·Y'E1i t',I"LS !-IJ-)-q SC I-:LE ,u,oC'E,fI' V;Atl.U,eOf ,IN ~'F stu e OF 'GFt,ID SHEE:t ,(lfPIJ 
rcLS '0.'4.\ "C,.~Ss "U"P'E' ~f CUS'lF~ 1:1.1 t~IL Ii' ,I:..JI~PR 'MJ.:{'3£,Ji (.F ,i\[iw$, 'p.£p ,N 'H uN GR'I'O SUEeT "':'" 
t:rl bn NC'I:.OTy,P C'LAS'S CES,JiGNAT'J~N ' ,1' 
l'.MU"'E'~'!li. S,·2-UT1iER'$ 
rr:NifPrl r ~on 3,: US'f t~LY ",F IN''":,t.:'f'Y'P CF PP,EV't.f"US ',C;A:~!t·,Z. 1!IH-lI~ 
r',' "'i~""'TH T_t:T LEue-s W!,~l !.~ U~'D T;~ >."OI\CAmE.CLA'S~.S. UP 1'(1- '1 "l~SS,fS ,:;f.E Ilt!:ttoE'j), AS .,:'I'I'-'H' 1'i"~ NU~f-altl,C I'NutrCA'T'I,CN' 
"F r,'ll} !:$'r5 'l1F Gctl=~ lE vEt:. ""~PS HNiEoPJo"llNT -l{M';I' A'RE OESII·F.IEO. 
IIF • O"""~"""" CF n.· .. es U DHIIR,'O, ,THE USE~ ~"N E~TEC H~ TU 20 l!.EiT,Y·ErS ~~. Sy,'''i5C.~S. t.iC,"",EVIU T,tti: M:I\'P ,.ILL '&e o~":''''f''' 'u.s:t'~G iT"'I~S:c s"y,~~(;LS C;":l Vi. S:frl,RIT!II;NG -Ilr. COLUMN OhE PU.NCHI 
T,Hf l~'Y:""E~ O,A S'Yfll"eCL H-PJ<~-S·EhT1f.G r'H~ 'F- R'$IT C'u.'S'IS"IIN"C'OLU!IIN TWO, 
p. U"j!"'i 'ME LE,TTifR ,CP S',Y'I",BrjL 'JlIEPki',SIE",T:tr4G TItlE S'ECOND GL;'A'SS ,.liND SO 
till 'U'IY't{t !.I.!l:. CL,fiSS'E-S 'H)',Y,f bEEN 'D~'5tGNA:TE:O:. 
IO'l,"'rN~'r"!''; 1-01,2"" ,~G"lDll'O(l'"OOI""MAP'l',( 82;", "',1.'P'2118:1" .. "A',P·)'C1_82IJ 
n,t "'F'~ 'Ii'li"', tS'ln' 111,0_1 •• tIS· ... Z'C1IH, l'S'Xl'l:l'O,h,NCii:i\JNT'('Z'l' I.HrJ'i)"Z'l',J. 
,Ut'" ""l'NU-C:'/"-" 1,,1"110" 2'1",/' " ' o,'! T.'l t ~'.'l,]·' .' , • _ ", •• "" 'C", "'I, I , '0', 1,011 , 'G"" 'CI' ,I 'f" 
." Tl I S'I(~'" ',' " ' I,' •• ,1 • ,".' ,,1111' ."' •• I 1 •• _,' "1 
DIT" ,'51(,]/' II' ',' ":,' .",,~, "f I,,' ',' ','IX",-' '/ 
roll 'SLl~HI"'I'./ 
''',fAOC'', n Ii' II) ',JI. ,J-l,'20. 










k .. .... '''0,'' ... '., 'G 
Q~09 P' t""I~ ,I ii", ,_ 





ODf' ;:: '"; O~. ii' 
~OlO 
~ 8m 
°T " I,'. •• • • O~ ~ ~. o lb 
" ~"l' nf'28 











.... ' .. 
flt:.S 
'-'$ .. ~., 
f3:h 




:"_e,.r \ '~r.J '::·:~~-.,;F ,:,~" ,~~ 
~e.e'L ZI .A'I'N DA~E • non 101J9/38 
11 f ::5i tl ,,,:,,'r lO"·4, 
• e. r "12l! N."'S.N,,~,t 5 ,"(AT, SCRe'NCLA5'S.'~ INP~.'NCU,YP 2t F U~'U.'TI '(hit" f 1-3. n., '.- .'1)C'.F,\lo.:l.,u ,'81",1'1,.91,.,11 .1, • 
I,~n rt.T,yp.-.e,.l'l GO ]C 
PF.,r.-;,,:,4 "1"'" CI,JII, • .:J-l, .'NCLA55' J 
Z' ~"""4'T, '20\·.., 
.'ITo'I" "I",n, J I. J·"t2a" 
"'", fE) ,it ~? ~I NPr..IoiS""~CC,' S.,NCAT .is'G'ALE, .. , .. tL''SS.;LJlIPR', .. CL~Y' 
"'~' ,T,l=i( 6. 33" '.'". ,JDI' J'. J.,l.,ZO'. 
]'-1 F"',c:lV\f /11" t, '11e.t, 1-1,1 ):2 F":r.,VItT " jc" fIR.O'n~. ,I! ),.' ,.'NG"L:i-.• "113". 'I r."C,IT,. ·1,[ll1!.'.'JI,SCAtEe ", Fl'O.,l 
•• -II .... t~f Lt ~S. ., t-l. .,LI-~PS.,V '".,h 'NtL.T'YP- ·.f: "·,,I( 
l'! F :'pv',,'" .,1K,. 1,(1. 6SS sy,~ecLS US'ED', ,,20"';\'1.1,.,1,,' /" 
.,0 (11=1 b,[-:O'''II 
31t 1=':''1''11(: ,i.'r,e,~" hO,.'", •• ·,.' •• ······.····.····.·.·············C· ... D-V •• ll.-:c:: ..... '•••• ' •••••••••••••••••••••••• , 1",/) 
so 0,'" SO 1('-1, 'IQ"W$ 
»,", A"'I'J'I'III'I~K~O Ilk, J,JI.,J-.l"NCOLSiJ 5'1 ;:~" .. ~:t' 'a(l,'J't 
",; r"'fH" ~·§"I lit. CNCCOllK,.,J" ,J.I",8Ga )5 F~'RUtT n. , 1'.'3, !I'X'.,80A1.tfJ 
,Iii I'~!n TY~ .''':.,2'1 C(l t;c 56 
01' 5'J JJ:I'I .,t.~OLS 
n:·,(,t. f,.::O'. II •. JJ ... e. J.$X'l!('1'OI)·1 GO to 53 
Hrrn.III'.J'I'·" 
Gf "'" 5·S 
" 0'" sf I',l."C'L~,SS 
iIF'I"'r. ... :H'K "JI)"EQ."UD,U)rJ GO TO 54 
'2 C""'- H\'JE 51t ,,~t:,.[\ ... c "JI-l· 
55 (',..,t~T"NUE 
Sif) :.C'" 2~ ;,1'.2 "80 
,",K'.J-t- • 
,tl) ,',F "''",:"''-llfC .J! .... eo.'OI NCiOOt,K·.JI'.NCODt,K'.t(KI sn t .. ~ .. ,l!t;u-= 
p.'.~.' 
"" " T .r.E .11 NN.NCVSS'1 
,,.- 1-1": "1.'~'" 
.,J"K-l 
.; '·""'611,?IIIIOI,J'1"J·l",20,1 1)1 F~I"Yt.."" ,2bX.12,O ~I/,I,I) 
.. IF\".<O.ll '.I~ TO l03 
r': ,,. t:1"rf) l' l' !CJ 
1 J2 ;. ~ 10 "·''''i(iSd'IC'. ·" .... S'$ • ,,1~2,' OIS'PUY:ED' .,/111(1" t:r .,. l'l)~ 
I,' 3 ~r,·t':' I=;"bt,l'~"'· ", F;.:'n'."'·"'~L tLAS,S,ElI. OI'S.LA~ED· .1'1'111'1 )" .",'I.'el'lt.l'Oc. )iC'IIi'JI'tOS,Jell,""CCltS" 
-,"-~ , .. - .. '>< •• ~, 
,<>it-''-,.""".,*., ''t,.j·'''., .... _' . -:I".''''''''".,..! .... 
PAGE 'OOOl 
37:' ~~ 




'G S tt· ,'~ e :~ 
"O~ §S' 
, ~,~ .. '~'~ 
~" '-~'?~ 
~~ ~~ '\~ 
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:"~v-" I I . ! 
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~ • " ~ • .. .. w .. !i! • Iii .. ... !i! • IU .. ~ 51 • ~ II w • " i t-It ll: .. 
B1l1PAODUClBILrrY OF THE 





























































































































































·"-«'--"'''"'''''-''--~-'",'''·~-''~r~",.~<:~I,I·WM_t~<!f;t.'Wh~~E~~{I!fut;;t.~b3:a£U:W;t:IJii~ ... I!ol:it.czze: = .. :mc:trjjt:rl'"' __ • __ .... ___________ ~ __ _'__'__ 
FCI2TH't tv t; C.'!'VEL 
CQOl 
2t C'~BLE OAif'E • 1·505>'8 lJ0/3S'l3'8 




~Q,O • OC;Cc 
OU,1 ~'':'~:t 
8""1" Ii' J' 
"~lt 
0"1'l P!N J 
Q'''1'· sg'1~ 8m 


















0,1 "'Fr..S'T'(W ~C'I';lU~~it\l •• -1'5X-11:-1·,J •. I'$X'21((1 ),,:I'S'XJIt:! ",·,proa,tlOH: J 
"':- tr'H'''. 11 J 
1:1 F't: p UtT-O'':l,x,! "'z.L,.6S'-$ I t,5');" ·'$,YIHBCL', sx· t ·'f~EOUfNCY". 5'X, I,'A:RIEA'C SO MIUI' .5K' • 
• , ... I~"-\II;J.,t., "".In 
C' 1"'.\ NC I!F I ".Ii. .r,'-. {) KJ-'J 
')F('·· .. "L~:;·S.r..,..91) GO 'f.O 1'2 
Iii- "'J'~ '( 1 til( J ) 
'I"~ "S" ('j!1 ~,,, t S':(,ll,1( 
G,-,~r!'1 
-1.2 I J ·"'11111. JI) 
Il'='L" rlC"1 l?'l I 
'13 .1I·t :illl';!'," ) 
1'3 r.,..l!!',llf~: ...... llIrH·:CIC.JII, 
~··t (' F. ~,.,r;" ut~iT "r" l ,"f:' e.'lIO-OI. 
l-"It t'" ('C'I.~ E'41.VO:rAP. "'1'00'. Ii,:: 401(;=1,3 
~1;-IT'f(16· .. 1-~11 11-.11-111 
N=,(It..,;:q.,;?) r." 1'0' 10 
"'!'h'IO'!02112'!2'\2 2l" \i.'~' -1J116,. '~Z" 'J,,'j', J 
Gi _T~ 40 )'0 ior !-:-~'116. I!O'),) KJ', ,liZ, t',2",1,2"NC,aUN:r::C,I(-JI) ,'AR£:A',R'ARE'A 
Gf. Tr '?O 
40 t; ··~i.ft·:IJf. 
·-I-'f l " 1'041 
-llO'ft F::" y,'~:+' d. 1.",'-' 
1'0 1;('·,1 If.!JI~ 
JI~-'f"s:"C:-:'T :"'TFIP~ 
.,r- t H'(,6. '- 05", l'OT,f.r.'.E., T,er-A'R 
liD'S F'.'';L',AiT I !,6,X" '5, 9X".F7 .2~) 
!'~ 1 Fr f:',"'/lT'f44-X",3 A'!l ) 1(:'] F-J o'""t'TC I • I ,,~-3'XJ,3~\1 J 
1103 F"".,'" eT C'·.' , 34X,. ll·,,8'X:,.3A 1"9X',,I'5., 9X"F l •. 2.,8X"F'5.,U P,F,:tit,.;DN 
Et.O 
LOC"no_ suep.8ep~H~ C"LLED SYLliFl1:JL 1:' ,:A\ 'J! "N' SYMBOL lCltATlON 
tt 

















Fr:It,TIl"", l,y r. leV,E,l 211 C:~BL·E DAU • 7,SOS8 
11&4 ", PO( Ott KJ O.K E'it T3 E:e CCUIIT E' F8 Trf6P Fe K 100 
lIIAR'A,'Y ,MA1' SW"UA"~ l:lC"'T'I,t.',N 5,'f"'QI2.l - LOCt.':n.ON S,YI!',SOl:. L CC'A'iT I',ON '~:rIJ~ ,1,::8 ]'S'.(11 J!.OG 1:5'0·2 1-]!0 
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